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Abstract
We argue that there are fruitful (inter)relations be-
tween value alignment of AI systems, trust in
humans-AI interaction, and declarative representa-
tions that make AI systems transparent and explain-
able. We illustrate matters on two examples and
end with directions for research.

1 Introduction
The rapid recent progress of AI enabled “intelligent” tech-
nologies to produce new, important and impressive applica-
tions. However, AI systems are increasingly covering new
areas of decision making that were so far mostly reserved for
humans, raising a number of concerns. Some of the impor-
tant questions concern what is a safe degree of autonomy of
such systems, or who would be responsible for their possible
failure, or to what degree they can be trusted. In fact there
are even more serious, underlying, not so obvious issues, like
to what degree do we actually understand how some of these
systems work, or should they fail, can we explain why they
failed, and how we can improve them once they fail. An-
other question could be whether the design procedure was
maybe somehow flawed from the very beginning? An even
deeper question would be, which values guided the creators
of these systems, and which values are actually embedded
into the AI’s code? Ultimately, for truly general adaptive AI
system, a crucial question is which values they have obtained
over their lifetime. While such questions touch upon moral is-
sues, they do relate to engineering as well since we do need to
carefully design AI systems that make decisions which have
(moral) consequences for people involved. Finally, an even
more axiological question is about what should be the under-
lying values for the creation of AI systems which are safe,
trustworthy, and possibly if not morally good, at least con-
forming to certain ethical norms.

Clearly, today these issues are a current practical concern
for engineering of AI systems. Legal regulation is slowly
catching up with the rapid progress of AI. Some of the best
examples are the recent EU regulations regarding the explain-
ability of AI systems, i. e., the new General Data Protection
Regulation, which will as of this year enforce a “right to ex-
planation”, c. f., [Goodman and Flaxman, 2016]. Further-
more, several communities involved with AI systems have

started to openly discuss these questions and started to iden-
tify challenges and design principles. The engineering com-
munity recently started the IEEE Ethically Aligned Design
initiative 1 and the robotics community has come up with the
EPSRC design principles for robotics systems 2. The AI com-
munity at large came up with their own Asilomar principles 3

which explicitly talk about judicial and failure transparency:
an AI system should be able to explain its decisions. All
these efforts and concerns are rising in the context of both
the prospects 4 and benefits where at the same concerns are
raised about malicious 5 use of AI.

In our opinion, one of the most important of the underlying
problems is the apparent lack of transparency of the decision
making process in AI systems. From it stem several of the
challenges outline above, specifically regarding understand-
ability, explainability, and the possibility of incremental im-
provement (after failures). Furthermore, we believe that this
transparency is mandatory to even start addressing the last
group of questions, regarding the ethical dimensions of de-
sign and operation of intelligent systems.

With this background, in this short paper we assert that
transparency in both design and operation of AI systems is
needed for them to be explainable, safe, and trustworthy. If
we want AI systems to gain a certain level of trust of hu-
mans, they need to operate according to human morals and
values to some extent. Of course, this does not mean they
need to obey some universal ethical system (e.g. Asimov’s
law’s of robotics), but it does mean that it should be possible
to demonstrate an alignment of their design and operation to
certain ethical codes or sets of norms. Furthermore, we want
to stress the role of humans in the design and improvement of
operation of intelligent systems: humans are responsible for
the design of AI systems. Moreover, if these systems are de-
signed using machine learning techniques, people are respon-
sible for teaching these systems. As we want AI systems to
be adaptable and personalized to the needs and expectations
of human operators and users, the teaching process does not

1https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/
2https://epsrc.ukri.org/research/

ourportfolio/themes/engineering/activities/
principlesofrobotics/

3https://futureoflife.org/ai-principles/
4https://ai100.stanford.edu/
5https://maliciousaireport.com/



end in a separate design phase. On the contrary, it continues
during the operation and use of the system, and so does the
responsibility of humans. To summarize, we claim not only
that humans have to be put in the loop of the design and use
of AI systems. We claim, that humans never leave that loop.
It is probably a good time for them to realize that.

In this paper, we illustrate our argument with examples that
relate it to the design and operation of specific classes of AI
systems and models they use. We believe, that in order to
achieve explainability we need to combine transparent sym-
bolic models for reasoning with specific subsymbolic ones,
such as probabilistic reasoning, and machine learning tech-
niques. As such, AI systems have to be heterogeneous by
design. Furthermore, we believe that putting the human user
in the decision making loop of the system can contribute not
only to the system performance, but can also improve the trust
the user has in its operation. We claim that if appropriate con-
ditions are met, users are willing to interactively improve how
the system works for them. Finally, we demonstrate how spe-
cific transparent reasoning techniques can be used to explic-
itly model some ethical aspects of operation of the system.

2 Context
Transparency and explainability are vital for AI systems in
two distinct ways: On the one hand, increasingly intelligent
and pervasive systems introduced in our society need to be
transparent and be able to explain their decisions. On the
other hand, explainability will also enhance trust at the user
side, and because of that improve the human-machine inter-
action performance. Our context is formed by three research
distinct topics which we now briefly discuss.
Responsible AI The societal consequencs of AI beyond sim-
ple privacy and surveillance have become a hot topic in
fields ranging from sociology to law under the name ethics
of algorithms [van Otterlo, 2018b]. Algorithms basically
transform data into decisions, where evidence can be incon-
clusive, inscrutable or misguided and this can cause many
ethical consequences of actions, relating to fairness, opac-
ity, unjustified actions, and discrimination. Overall, algo-
rithms have an impact on privacy and can have transforma-
tive effects on autonomy [Mittelstadt et al., 2016]. Trans-
parency and the ability to explain AI decision making are
core requirements for important aspects such as trust, lia-
bility, responsibility and accountability of algorithms [Di-
akopoulos, 2016]. In AI and machine learning itself, top-
ics of interest are to ensure fairness, accuracy, confidentially
and transparency (FACT). Especially transparency has been
addressed by explanation-aware computing [Atzmueller and
Roth-Berghofer, 2011]. Interestingly, the way humans have
dealt with ethical issues among people can provide insights
into how to deal with ethical consequences of AI. For exam-
ple, human codes of ethics are based on principles of trans-
parency and the ability to explain to the public what norms
and values are in particular professions [van Otterlo, 2018a;
van Otterlo, 2018b]. Efforts from researchers inside and out-
side AI enable to understand AI systems and their impact,
thereby regulating the (legal) consequences of AI better, and
as a result increase trust that the AI will ”do the right thing”.

Adaptive Human-Machine Interaction Interaction between
humans and machines is studied in human-robot interaction,
human-computer interaction, and interactive machine learn-
ing [Cuayáhuitl et al., ]. Until recently, often such inter-
actions were studied with modified reinforcement learning
[Wiering and van Otterlo, 2012], i. e., how to let the human
actor provide guidance to the robotic learner. For example,
humans can provide rewards or provide answers to questions
from the robot, and these constructs can be embedded in for-
mal models of goal-oriented tasks. Transparency of the robots
behavior, or the interaction, was not an issue so far, although
work in relational robotics has worked on learning declar-
ative, probabilistic skill representations [Moldovan et al.,
2012]. Lately, focus has shifted (with influences from respon-
sible AI) to the value aligment problem [Abel et al., 2016;
Taylor et al., 2017], which is the challenge to construct (adap-
tive) systems that behave in such a way that they are aligned
with human values. Narrow interpretations result in various
kinds of inverse reinforcement learning, but many broader is-
sues are studied to make machine learning systems ”safe”, in-
cluding safe exploration, robust generalization over tasks, and
avoiding negative side effects of truly intelligent AI which
may alter their own reward function at will.
Computing Explanations Recently, the concept of transpar-
ent and explainable models has gained a strong focus and
momentum in the machine learning and data mining com-
munity. Several methods focus on specific model types, e. g.,
tree-based models [Tolomei et al., 2017] Also, methods inte-
grating associative classification, i. e., utilizing a set of (class)
association rules [Atzmueller et al., 2018] can be applied
for obtaining explicative, i. e., transparent, interpretable, and
explainable models [Atzmueller, 2017]. Then, individual
steps of a decision can be traced-back to the model, simi-
lar to reconstructive explanations, c. f., [Wick and Thomp-
son, 1992] on several explanation dimensions [Atzmueller
and Roth-Berghofer, 2011]. While the methods sketched
above focus on specific modeling methods, there are sev-
eral approaches for model agnostic explanation methods,
e. g., [Ribeiro et al., 2016; 2018]. In particular, general di-
rections are given by methods considering counterfactual ex-
planation, e. g., [Mandel, 2007; Wachter et al., 2017]. Fur-
thermore, other general methods consider data perturbation
and randomization techniques as well as interaction analy-
sis methods, e. g., [Henelius et al., 2017]. Deep neural net-
work models have become a default learning paradigm for
huge amounts of data in computer vision, linguistics and rein-
forcement learning. Their black-box nature has recently trig-
gered several strands of research e.g. focusing on distilling
learned knowledge into transparent representations such as
trees [Frosst and Hinton, 2017] or computing explanations of
policy behavior using object saliency maps [Iyer et al., 2018].

Logical, declarative representations, by their nature, pro-
vide more options for interpretation [Srinivasan, 2001] and
explanation-based reasoning [Atzmueller and Seipel, 2008;
van Otterlo, 2009]. With probabilistic programming lan-
guages these can also be used effectively for machine learn-
ing [De Raedt, 2008], e. g., relational reinforcement learning
[van Otterlo, 2012]. Comprehensible machine learning sys-
tems can be very useful for transparent and explainable AI.



In the next two sections we will briefly relate to our re-
cent work addressing the selected problems emphasized in
the introduction. The first case concerns systems that com-
bine symbolic reasoning with uncertainty handling mecha-
nism supported by the user in an interactive manner.

3 Context Mediation with Human in the Loop
Intelligibility, in context-aware systems is an ability of the
system to being understood by its users [Lim et al., 2009]. In
human-centric systems, such as cognitive advisors this fea-
ture is of a key importance, as one of their primary goals is
to build trust with a user that helps getting deeper insight into
personal preferences and habits. This trust can be built in
many different ways, one of which is keeping human in the
loop of the decision and possibly learning process. In our
recent work, this was achieved by providing an implicit me-
diation mechanism proposed in [Bobek and Nalepa, 2017a].

The key idea behind mediation is to involve the user into
the decision making process, in cases where the output of
the inference may be uncertain, and thus may reduce user’s
trust. In Fig. 1, the architecture of the semantic mediation
system for implicit user feedback is shown. The system con-
sists of two main parts: the static knowledge component and
the dynamic knowledge component. The static knowledge
component provides a semantic representation of the user en-
vironment. It allows for communication with the user with
the use of concepts that are easily understandable for him.
It is an input for the dynamic knowledge component which
is responsible for question generation, where questions use
concepts from the ontology. These questions aim at obtaining
additional information from the user, which can be used to re-
solve ambiguities or to create new knowledge. Furthermore,
the dynamic knowledge component allows for an online me-
diation between the user and the system.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the implicit semantic mediation system

The system was used by us in a dead-reckoning localiza-
tion system [Köping et al., 2015], where the implicit medi-
ation was triggered, and where the localization module was
highly uncertain about the user position. Based on the on-
tology that described the environment, it generated easy to
answer questions about the most probable user locations. On
the one hand this allowed the system to resolve uncertainty,

but on the other hand it gave the user better insight on how
the decision about his or her location was made. The sys-
tem we used for localisation was a particle filtering method,
a purely mathematical, probabilistic model, and hardly inter-
pretable. We combined it with our implicit mediation system
to support the particle filtering algorithm in cases where the
estimates of the localisation was very unclear. The localisa-
tion of the user was estimated based on the clusters generated
from particles. If more than one cluster pointed to different
locations on the map, the mediation was triggered.

Uncertainty of knowledge was an inevitable and important
challange in the mediation process. It stemed from the fact
that sometimes there was no knowledge about the environ-
ment (possible location of the user were in rooms which we
did not have map of). Furthermore, the user might not be sure
about his or her answers. To address this challange, we used
a rule-based approach combined with certainty-factors to al-
low both uncertainty due to the incompleteness of the model
and uncertainty of user answers [Bobek and Nalepa, 2017b].

Best Prediction Factor= 1
Mean Prediction Factor= 1

Questions Cost= 35
Aggregated Cost=35.00

is_window
id=room1: [0.50]
id=room2: [0.50]

room_large
id=room1: [0.50]
id=room2: [0.50]

true

id
id=room1: [0.00]
id=room2: [1.00]

yes

id
id=room1: [1.00]
id=room2: [0.00]

no

Figure 2: Example of a decision tree from a question forest

The example in Fig. 2 shows the decision tree chosen by
the mediation system from the question forest generated for
two ambiguous locations. The tree can be then translated into
rules of the form presented in Listing 1. Note that the classi-
fication accuracy is translated into the form of a certainty fac-
tor preceded by the # operator. It allows the user to answer a
yes-or-no question with uncertainty as well, and incorporates
this uncertainty into reasoning process. Thus, the final result
from the reasoning process is also a probabilistic value that
can be used by particle filtering algorithm, or with any other
subsymbolic method. This extended rule notation is handled
by a dedicated inference engine – HeaRTDroid [Bobek and
Nalepa, 2017b]. It allows for handling rule uncertainty, but
also to operate on attributes related to statistical features of
sensor data to deal with machine imprecision.
xrule mediate/1: [is_window eq yes,room_large eq yes] ==>

[id set room2] # 1.0
xrule mediate/1: [is_window eq yes,room_large eq no ] ==>

[id set room1] #.1.0
xrule mediate/1: [is_window eq no]==> [id set room1] #-1.0
xrule mediate/1: [is_window eq no]==> [id set room2] #-1.0

Listing 1: HMR+ rules representing question tree

We now move on to the second case in our research that
leverages the combination of declarative models with proba-
bilistic reasoning to an even higher level.



4 Declarative Ethical Programs
AI programs should be able to optimize and explain be-
havior. Declarative decision-theoretic ethical programs
(DDTEPs) [van Otterlo, 2018a] declaratively specify (and
solve) decision-theoretic problems, based on the probabilis-
tic programming language (PLL) DT-PROBLOG [Van den
Broeck et al., 2010]. Solutions are computed by consider-
ing all possible worlds modeled by the program. The general
idea is to formalize what is known explicitly in the model,
and use reasoning to compute optimal decisions. DDTEPs fit
into logical approaches for ethical (or: value-driven) reason-
ing [Anderson and Anderson, 2007] but also relational rein-
forcement learning [van Otterlo, 2012] and provides oppor-
tunities for explanation-focused computations [van Otterlo,
2009] by reasoning over the logical parts of the model.

An (partial) toy example of a DDTEP for a self-driving car
would consist of a decision to either (run into wall (killing the
passenger) or a collision (killing a pedestrian). We can specify
percepts for what is in front of the car and a rule that says
what happens when a collision is made. The utility function
defines the value of each outcome, making the optimal value
−30 (amounting to kill the passenger by steering away).
(action) ?::run_into_wall; ?::collision.
(percepts) in_front_of_car(a). baby(a).

in_front_of_car(b). pedestrian(b). ...
(rules) kill(X) :- in_front_of_car(X), collision.
(values) utility(run_into_wall, -30).

utility(kill(X), -20) :- pedestrian(X).
utility(kill(X), -40) :- baby(X).

DDTEPs have been shown succesful for toy ethical domains
such as cake-or-die and burning room [Abel et al., 2016].
There, an agent does not know all values and norms but it can
ask. This effectively renders the decision problem partially
observable, requiring information gathering first. Through
this ”human-in-the-loop” (and value alignment), the AI is told
explicitly what the norms are.

PLLs typically support learning, such that rule parame-
ters can be learned from data. Let us take a fair access in
archives case [van Otterlo, 2018b] where a decision must be
made whom to supply with newly disclosed archival material,
for example using estimates of a researcher’s authority. In this
case we make the rules probabilistic.
(rules) 0.1::reach(X):-person(X),social_network(X,small).

0.9::authority(X):-person(X),h_index(X,high).
impact(P,T):-topic(T),authority(P).

(action) ?::give(P,T):-person(P),topic(T).
(value) score(P,T):-give(P,T),impact(P,T).

utility(score(P,area51),100):-person(P).

In this (partial) example, the decision logic dictates that im-
pact depends on authority, which is probabilistically depen-
dent on h-index. The logic is transparent, whereas the num-
bers can vary with incoming data.

DDTEP open up the black box of algorithms and make
decision logic transparent. Still they also allow for machine
learning to fill in additional details from data. This general
pattern is a solution to value alignment in AI systems in com-
plex domains: i) formalize existing norms and values trans-
parently into a DDTEP, and ii) finetune parts of the program
on data. Finetuning is needed because norms and values are
never complete and domains are inherently stochastic.

5 Outlook and Conclusions
We have argued and illustrated that both declarative repre-
sentations and the interaction between AI and humans are
important factors in getting transparent and explainable sys-
tems, also incorporating ideas of explanation-aware comput-
ing [Atzmueller and Roth-Berghofer, 2011]. In the first exam-
ple it was shown that the combination of an explainable sys-
tem setup and the opportunity for the user to inspect knowl-
edge and reasoning of the system and to provide feedback,
was good for both the trust of the user as well as performance
of the system. The second example showed how declarative
representations can be used to open up the reasoning of sys-
tems that need to make (ethical) decisions and to explain how
they get to them This way again the user can be more en-
gaged in the interaction with the AI and thus more opportu-
nities rise to obtain (optimal) value alignment. Because that
is what both examples show: explainability by transparency
combined with human users will hopefully result in humans
and AI agree more and more on “what is the right thing to do
for the AI”. Such explainable constructs should be used in the
design phase, the interaction (use) phase, but definitely also
in the improvement phase of the system over time.

As a conclusion, we argue that in order for AI systems
to be explainable, they need to be set up as hybrid systems
with a good use of declarative knowledge from the start. Ex-
plainable systems, we conjecture, will be more trusted by hu-
mans and that will increase both performance and value align-
ment. In order to achieve these goals, much more research is
needed, and we want to mention four core directions.
1: Hybrid frameworks that combine declarative knowl-
edge and symbolic reasoning with machine learning. To-
day AI systems grew far to complex for a single class of mod-
els to be sufficient to address problems these systems are sup-
posed to solve. However, there is still an apparent lack of
appropriate design approaches for hybrid systems.
2: Integrate explanation-based approaches to reason, pro-
vide feedback and support failure analysis. Recent works
on explanation generation need to be combined with classic
AI approaches to abductive reasoning, and diagnosis. These
mechanisms should not only be used for explanation, but
more importantly for provisioning of hypotheses how to ame-
liorate the system in an understandable way.
3: Use formal analysis techniques to qualify and quan-
tify the performance of the system in terms of value align-
ment An important aspect of hybrid frameworks concerns the
formal verification of their properties on the possibly ethical
level, e.g. by expressing all in a (decision-theoretic) logic, it
becomes possible to prove properties or to analyze executable
ethical specifications by looking at their potential errors or
ethical-logical inconsistencies, or even quantify the ”level”of
value alignment achieved so far.
4: Interdisciplinary studies where the performance is ana-
lyzed in terms of trust, value alignment, and ethical codes.
Clearly AI engineers need to work in integrated yet inter/mul-
tidisciplinary teams with knowledgeable researchers from ap-
plied ethics, law and sociology to address the issues we out-
lined. This is urgent, as AI has already became an important
part of our lives, and will continue to be even more so.
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